In business for over 30 years, Savaria designs, engineers and manufactures products to help people gain personal mobility. We produce elevators – from basic to luxurious – for homes and select commercial applications. We also make a complete range of accessibility lifts for residential use and demanding commercial environments.

All of our products are made with the goal of helping people move – whether it's to improve mobility issues or to simply make life easier. By listening to each customer's unique needs, we're able to provide individualized solutions – whether it is for health reasons or just personal preferences.

Savaria employs over 400 people dedicated to the accessibility industry. While competitors have come and gone, Savaria has continued to build a strong portfolio of products that have been installed in thousands of locations throughout North America and other world markets. The company owns and operates full manufacturing facilities with research and development, engineering and technical support teams. A large network of authorized Savaria dealers provide expert installation and service. To locate a dealer near you, please contact Savaria.

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
- Lifts for World simplicity
- Running speed 60 ft/min
- Flat, wide-bottomed operation
- Quick installation
- Multi-stop
- Widestar rail design
- Mechanical system for quick install
- Energy efficient variable-speed motor drive
- Automatic side conditioning
- Gated/cage, not retractable entry
- Digital display in car operating panel
- LED displays in hall stations
- Wire well with four halogen pent lights
- SEMS government list with no different color choices
- An inward hinged entry as a part, ask dealer for details

SAFETY FEATURES
- Battery emergency lowering and lighting
- Manual lowering, hand crank
- Motor brake
- Lockable control panel
- Elevator door interlocks
- Stop switch in car
- Elevator door interlocks
- In-use indicator lights on hall stations
- Slack chain brake system

HOISTWAY SPECIFICATIONS
- Minimum 6” pit standard
- No special shaft ceiling construction required
- Ceiling height of 8’ for standard cab

OPTIONS
- For added convenience and a modern appearance, add Savaria automatic slim doors (requires 84” cab)
- Up to 6 stops
- Maximum cab size 15 ft²
- 84” and 96” cab heights available
- 1000 lb capacity (where permitted)
- Machine room less controller in hoistway
- Alpha numeric button marking
- Digital display hall calls
- Power gate and power door operators
- Two exit opening at one landing
- See color chart for details on finishes available
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Elevator Cab Interiors
Choose from a selection of finished hardwood or unfinished veneer cabs in traditional species including oak, cherry and maple. We also offer high quality white MDF with a raised profile. Our standard elevator includes your choice of flat melamine or unfinished MDF.

**Hardwood**

**Unfinished veneer**

**White lacquered MDF**

**Melamine**

See color chart for more details

Fixtures
Choose from stainless steel, anodized aluminum, anodized bronze or brass fixtures including cab operating panel, hall call stations and handrail.

A LUXURY STANDARD

The Savaria® Eclipse home elevator delivers luxury and convenience with less space needed than traditional elevator designs. Requiring no machine room and minimal overhead drive space, the Eclipse elevator can be installed in new or existing homes. Using a modular rail system, the Eclipse design installs quickly and seamlessly.

With a smooth and stable ride, your Eclipse elevator can provide up to 6 stops over 50’ (12.24 m)* of travel. You can configure your elevator for two openings to accommodate landings in your home, including a 90˚exit.

Your Savaria Eclipse elevator is built with care using reliable components to provide you with dependable performance. A service panel can be conveniently located inside or outside the elevator shaft for ease of maintenance.

Whether you need an elevator for mobility issues, or you are just looking for the ultimate home convenience, a Savaria elevator eliminates the barrier of stairs, making it easier for everyone to enjoy your home.

* The Eclipse can be customized to 60’ of travel in some jurisdictions, ask your Savaria dealer for details.

CUSTOMIZING YOUR SOLUTION

Your home environment is a reflection of your personal style. Just as your Savaria Elevator can customize your environment in the same way you customized your home. From construction configuration to accessories, you can create the perfect solution suited to your practical needs and to your design sense.

Choose from a range of interior cab styles and sizes for traditional or modern homes and everything in between. Select your finishes to complement and complete your solution. You will be able to specify your own personalized elevator from our wide selection of options, or even order your Eclipse to be finished on-site by your own contractor.

CREATING A LIFETIME HOME

Adding a Savaria home elevator instantly provides the ultimate convenience for moving from floor to floor and it also makes your home barrier-free for years to come. Stay in your home comfortably, even if mobility issues face you or your loved ones in the future.

SAVANIA AUTO SLIM DOORS

Add convenience and an elegant, modern appearance to your Savaria Eclipse elevator with Savaria’s automatic slim doors. With their innovative design, the sill between the landing floor and the elevator cab is kept compact. From the exterior of your home to inside the cab, the door is finished in a choice of powder coated paint, stainless steel, anodized bronze, anodized aluminum or brass.

**CHOSE YOUR FINISHES**

**Elevator Cab Interiors**

Choose from a selection of finished hardwood or unfinished veneer cabs in traditional species including oak, cherry and maple. We also offer high quality white MDF with a raised profile. Our standard elevator includes your choice of flat melamine or unfinished MDF.

**Hardwood**

**Unfinished veneer**

**White lacquered MDF**

**Melamine**

See color chart for more details

**Fixtures**

Choose from stainless steel, anodized aluminum, anodized bronze or brass fixtures including cab operating panel, hall call stations and handrail.

**Savaria Auto Slim Doors**

Add convenience and an elegant, modern appearance to your Savaria Eclipse elevator with Savaria’s automatic slim doors. With their innovative design, the sill between the landing floor and the elevator cab is kept compact. From the exterior of your home to inside the cab, the door is finished in a choice of powder coated paint, stainless steel, anodized bronze, anodized aluminum or brass.

**Cab Gates**

Three styles of accordion gates are available.

- Stainless Steel
- Anodized Aluminum
- Anodized Bronze
- Brass
- Clearfold
- Panelfold
- Visifold

For more information, visit our website or contact your Savaria dealer.

SAVANIA ECLIPSE HOME ELEVATOR

From modern to traditional, your Savaria Eclipse home elevator can be created to reflect your style. Our glass auto slim doors pictured above are just one way to build personalized luxury.
CHOOSE YOUR FINISHES

Elevator Cab Interiors

Choose from a selection of finished hardwood or unfinished veneer cabs in traditional species including oak, cherry and maple. We also offer high quality white MDF with a raised profile. Our standard elevator includes your choice of finished melamine or unfinished MDF.

- Hardwood
- Unfinished veneer
- White lacquered MDF
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See color chart for more details.

Fixtures

Choose from stainless steel, anodized aluminum, anodized bronze or brass fixtures including cab operating panel, hall call stations and handrail.

CUSTOMIZING YOUR SOLUTION

Your home environment is a reflection of your personal style. Rest assured that with the Savaria Eclipse, you can customize your elevator in the same way you customized your home. From construction configuration to accessories, you can create the perfect solution suited to your practical needs and to your design sense.

Choose from a range of interior cab styles and sizes for traditional or modern homes and everything in between. Select your finishes to complement and complete your solution. You will be able to specify your own personal color from our wide selection of options, or even order your Eclipse to be finished on site by your own contractor.

CREATING A LIFETIME HOME

Adding a Savaria home elevator instantly provides the ultimate convenience for moving from floor to floor and it also makes your home barrier-free for years to come. Stay in your home comfortably, even if mobility issues face you or your loved ones in the future.

The Savaria® Eclipse home elevator delivers luxury and convenience, with less space needed than traditional elevator designs. Requiring no machine room and minimal overhead drive space, the Eclipse elevator can be installed in new or existing homes. Using a modular rail system, the Eclipse design installs quickly and seamlessly.

With a smooth and stable ride, your Eclipse elevator can provide up to 6 stops over 50' (12.24 m)* of travel. You can configure your elevator for two openings to accommodate landings in your home, including a 90˚exit.

Your Savaria Eclipse elevator is built with care using reliable components to provide you with dependable performance. A service panel can be conveniently located inside or outside the elevator shell for ease of maintenance.

Whether you need an elevator for mobility issues, or you are just looking for the ultimate home convenience, a Savaria elevator eliminates the barrier of stairs, making it easier for everyone to enjoy your home.

* The Eclipse can be customized to 60' of travel in some jurisdictions, ask your Savaria dealer for details.

SAVING SPACE AND MONEY

Using a modular rail system, the Eclipse design installs quickly and seamlessly, eliminating the need for a machine room and minimizing overhead space requirements. This allows for installation in new or existing homes with minimal disruption.

SAVING ENERGY

The Savaria® Eclipse home elevator is designed with energy efficiency in mind. It operates with low energy consumption, helping to reduce your carbon footprint and lower your overall energy costs.

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

Safety is a top priority with the Savaria® Eclipse home elevator. It is equipped with a variety of safety features, including automatic door closing, emergency stop buttons, and more, ensuring a safe and reliable riding experience.

SAVING ON MAINTENANCE

The Savaria® Eclipse home elevator requires minimal maintenance, making it a cost-effective choice for homeowners. Regular inspection and maintenance are recommended to ensure optimal performance and longevity.

SAVING ON INVESTMENT

Adding a Savaria home elevator can provide a considerable return on investment. It can increase the value of your home and make it more attractive to potential buyers, particularly those with mobility concerns.

SAVING ON THE ENVIRONMENT

By eliminating the need for multiple trips up and down stairs, the Savaria® Eclipse home elevator helps reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions associated with stair climbing.

From modern to traditional, your Savaria Eclipse home elevator can be created to reflect your style. Our glass auto slim doors pictured above are just one way to build personalized luxury.
CHOOSE YOUR FINISHES

Elevator Cab Interiors

Choose from a selection of finished hardwood or unfinished veneer cabs in traditional species including oak, cherry and maple. We also offer high quality white MDF with a raised profile. Our standard elevator includes your choice of flat melamine or unfinished MDF.

- Hardwood
- Unfinished veneer
- White lacquered MDF
- Melamine

See color chart for more details

CUSTOMIZING YOUR SOLUTION

Your home environment is a reflection of your personal style. Rest assured that with the Savaria Eclipse, you can customize your elevator in the same way you customized your home. From construction configuration to accessories, you can create the perfect solution suited to your practical needs and to your design sense.

Choose from a range of interior cab styles and sizes for traditional or modern homes and everything in between. Select your finishes to complement and complete your solution. You will be able to exceed your own expectations Extralight® and Aurora® elevators can be finished on site by your own contractor.

CREATING A LIFETIME HOME

Adding a Savaria home elevator instantly provides the ultimate convenience for moving from floor to floor and it also makes your home barrier-free for years to come. Stay in your home comfortably, even if mobility issues face you or your loved ones in the future.

SAVARI A ECLIPSE HOME ELEVATOR

From modern to traditional, your Savaria Eclipse home elevator can be created to reflect your style. Our glass auto slim doors pictured above are just one way to build personalized luxury.

SAVARI A AUTO SLIM DOORS

Add convenience and an elegant, modern appearance to your Savaria Eclipse elevator with Savaria automatic slim doors. With their innovative design, the sill between the landing floor and the elevator car is kept compact. Elevators can be in any location in your home and can be finished both inside and outside with any painting or lacquering. You can even finish the interior and outside differently to match your décor.
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Anodized Bronze
Brass

Clearfold
Panelfold
Visifold
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From modern to traditional, your Savaria Eclipse home elevator can be created to reflect your style. Our glass auto slim doors pictured above are just one way to build personalized luxury.

SAVARI A AUTO SLIM DOORS

Add convenience and an elegant, modern appearance to your Savaria Eclipse elevator with Savaria automatic slim doors. With their innovative design, the sill between the landing floor and the elevator car is kept compact. Elevators can be in any location in your home and can be finished both inside and outside with any painting or lacquering. You can even finish the interior and outside differently to match your décor.
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SAVARI A ECLIPSE HOME ELEVATOR

From modern to traditional, your Savaria Eclipse home elevator can be created to reflect your style. Our glass auto slim doors pictured above are just one way to build personalized luxury.

SAVARI A AUTO SLIM DOORS

Add convenience and an elegant, modern appearance to your Savaria Eclipse elevator with Savaria automatic slim doors. With their innovative design, the sill between the landing floor and the elevator car is kept compact. Elevators can be in any location in your home and can be finished both inside and outside with any painting or lacquering. You can even finish the interior and outside differently to match your décor.
In business for over 30 years, Savaria designs, engineers and manufactures products to help people gain personal mobility. We produce elevators – from basic to luxurious – for homes and demanding commercial applications. We also make a complete range of accessibility lifts for residential use and demanding commercial environments.

Savaria employs over 400 people dedicated to the accessibility industry. While competitors have come and gone, Savaria has continued to build a strong portfolio of products that have been installed in thousands of locations throughout North America and other world markets. The company owns and operates full manufacturing facilities with research and development, engineering and technical support teams. Savaria makes every effort to publish accurate information. Specifications and options are subject to change without notice.

**STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS**
- Five car World’s edition
- Running speed 40 ft/min
- Field-wound motor operation
- Heavy-duty bearings
- White brake-rail design
- Wedge-magnet version for quick install
- Energy efficient variable-speed motor drive
- Automatic cable conditioning
- Gate/motor flush, not abstracting entry
- Digital display in car operating panel
- Direct controller in hoistway
- White coating with four halogen pull lights
- ½ HP rated motor and 600 lb capacity choices
- An award-winning list as part, ask dealer for details

**SAFETY FEATURES**
- Battery emergency lowering and lighting
- Manual lowering, hand crank
- Motor brake
- Lockable control panel
- Elevator door interlocks
- Emergency stop switches
- Slab edge and door frame full contours
- Stack-class elevator system

**HOISTWAY SPECIFICATIONS**
- Minimum 8 ft or standard
- No special construction (contractor required)
- Ceiling height of 10 ft for standard car

**OPTIONS**
- For added convenience and a modern appearance, add Savaria’s automatic Slim Doors (requires 84” car)
- Maximum cab size 15 ft
- All drives: AC variable frequency
- 100% to capacity: before period
- 30% over capacity: before period
- 100% to capacity (top floor)
- Alpha numeric怎么办 in busway
- Digital display solid state
- Power gage and power door operators
- Two sets of car and floor buttons
- See color chart for details on finishes available

**TYPICAL HOLE SIZES AND CLEARANCES**

**ECLIPSE**
- MACHINE ROOMLESS ELEVATOR

Savaria makes every effort to publish accurate information. Specifications and options are subject to change without notice.
In business for over 30 years, Savaria designs, engineers and manufactures products to help people gain personal mobility. We produce elevators – from basic to luxurious – for homes and select commercial applications. We also make a complete range of accessibility lifts for residential use and demanding commercial environments. All of our products are made with the goal of helping people move – whether it’s to improve mobility issues or to simply make life easier. By listening to each customer’s unique needs, we’re able to provide individualized solutions – whether it is for health reasons or just personal preferences.

Savaria employs over 400 people dedicated to the accessibility industry. While competitors have come and gone, Savaria has continued to build a strong portfolio of products that have been installed in thousands of locations throughout North America and other world markets. The company owns and operates full manufacturing facilities with research and development, engineering and technical support teams. A large network of authorized Savaria dealers provide expert installation and service. To locate a dealer near you, please contact Savaria.

**S A N D A R D  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S**
- Field free World class usability
- Running speed 800 ft/min
- Field wired operation
- 1000 lb capacity
- Wire caliber rail design
- Industrial grade motors for quick install
- Energy efficient variable-speed motor drive
- Automatic cab conditioning
- Gateman’s Crib, not obstructing entry
- Dual depth in or opening panel
- Single access, control or main door
- White wall with frosted glass panel lights
- 100% compliance with all 11 different code choices
- An industry warranty in part, see mobility lift for details

**S A F E T Y  F E A T U R E S**
- Battery emergency lowering and lighting
- Manual lowering, panel control
- Motor brake
- Lockable control panel
- Elevator close control
- Stop switch in car
- Digital display in car operating panel
- Overload protection
- Slack chain brake system
- In-use indicator lights on hall stations
- Stop switch in car
- Lockable control panel
- Manual lowering, hand crank
- Battery emergency lowering and lighting

**H O I S T A Y  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S**
- Minimum 14” at standard
- No specialized hoisting contractor required
- Ceiling height of 10’ for standard can

**O P T I O N S**
- Gated curb convergence and a modern aesthetic, and Savaria automatic skin door (requires EF only)
- Electronic card access control
- Up to 6 stops
- 100% door open
- Maximum cab size 40” x 54”
- All motors, all hoists available
- 100% to basically below perimeter
- Machine room less consideration in hurricane
- Alpha numeric button marking
- Industrial grade fall rails
- Power gate and power door operators
- Two and opening at same landing
- See color chart for details on finishes available

**T Y P E  4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36”</td>
<td>36”</td>
<td>36”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40”</td>
<td>40”</td>
<td>36”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48”</td>
<td>48”</td>
<td>36”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Footprint options**

- Type 0 footprint shown
- Type 4 footprint shown

Authorized Savaria Dealer:

Savaria makes every effort to publish accurate information. Specifications and options are subject to change without notice.
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